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^From our Raders

SGA Focuses 
on Commitment

John
Thompson’s 
Justification 
of Sex

From the Co-Chairs,
The first semester of the 1991- 

T992 academic year involved, the 
SGA in a number of important 
issues on campus. Student 
involvement and concern with issues 
has increased tremendously allowing 
the SGA to secure certain gains for 
the student body. This involvement 
and concern must continue through 
this semester and beyond as we 
.begin addressing new issues and 
challenges while dealing with the 
unfinished work of the .past.

Thp ^entire SpA -is thankful .|or 
the work done by the Food Service 
Review Committee as its proposals 
for an improved multi-optioned 
meal j)lan has been accepted by the 
Board of Trustees and will be 
offered for the, 1992-93 school year. 
The committee is continuing to meet 
with administrators to influence the

team meeting space at the same 
time creating a new location for the 
Barbell Club. The move of the 
Barbell Club is being facilitated to 
gain increased, diversified use of the 
large room in Hogan basement that 
the club . now occupies while 
upgrading the club’s facilities. This 
room will be used for Aerobics and 
off- hour meeting space in order 
that the present aerobic room can 
be transformed into a recreational 
aerobic fitness center showcasing 
several Stairmaster machines and 
bikes.

Furthermore, the SGA has 
renewed its commitment to work 
with the ^Students for Choice group 
in an effort to address the need for 
education on socially sensitive issues. 
As many are aware, the group was 
not granted formal College 
recognition as released by a

"We have seen that the student body 
has become more determined to gain a 
greater say, yet at times is discouraged."

fe.desi^'’ of Kimball Hall 'for this 
coming summer. Their work thus iar 
has been compiled in a 
comprehensive report that can be 
made available upon request.

As the second semester begins. 
Holy Cross is now putting the final 
touches on next year’s pilot First 
Year Program (FYP). By now most 
students realize that the FYP is, 
being housed iir Hanselman 
residence hall next year. As this 
pfogram offers ample opportunity 
for new students to develop a 
different point of view for education 
at Holy Cross, the program also 
needs the support of the students to 
make it a success. We must look 
forward to the educational 
opportunities this program will 
provide for the campus and further 
Its development through the
iremainder of thp semester.
f
I New discussions are taking place 
with members of the Student Affairs. 
jCommittee and administrators
involving the forthcoming
renovations of the Fieldhpuse. The 
redesign includes new office and

statement made available to us on 
Friday November 22, 1991. Even 
before the SGA recognized the 
group on May 5, 1991, we hgve 
been working with both the Students 
for Choice and the administration in 
order to maximize the chances of 
official recognition. In light of this 
statement the SGA has established a 
committee which will work with 
members of Students for Choice and 
develop a new course of action for 
,how this and related issues should 
be piursued. We look forward to 
progress being made by the 
committee and the Students for 
Choice apd hope to see some 
results soon.

Currently, we are working to 
formulate the details of a proposal 
discussing student involvement At 
the past December Trustees meeting 
we presented a rationale for the 
upcoming Guaranteed Student 
Involvement Initiative (GSI). This 
proposed change in college policy 
would guarantee a student a voice 
in any change made on camphs 
ranging, from physical plant decisions 
to .curriculum changes and secure

student membership to new and 
appointed college committees. We 
feel strongly that this bill will 
continue the progress being made 
now in terms of student, faculty, and 
administration relations. This bill 
will also offer further credence to 
student perspectives in shaping the 
changes which take place at Holy 
Cross.

Our commitment to the GSI is 
fueled by the concern that students 
not be overlooked by other 
dimensions of the college population 
in determining the future of Holy 
Cross. We have seen that toe 
student body has become more 
determined to |ain a greater say, yet 
at times is discduraged. This bill will 
institutionalize student involvement, 
however, there are .things we must 
do on our own. With this in mind, 
members of the Athletic Council are 
attempting to create student sections 
at various athletic and social events. 
It is our belief that though many^ 
students support Holy Cross teams 
and activities, people ^ feel 
uncomfortable about displajing their 
support and pride. Our students 
need to be more active and louder, 
celebrating in unfepn. The members 

■'■uflllfe jAthleti(r^mieil~will ‘push to 
have a section or sections at 
sporting events which can unite the 
spirit and allow our students to 
actually be louder than the visiting 
cheering sections.

Matthew Cushing 
Michael Sullivan 
SGA Co-Chairs

As usual, contact toe SGA with 
your support and crilicLsm at P.O. 
59A or in the new SGA suggestion 
box located below toe Daily News 
distribution box in the Hogan 
Lobby. Good luck and thank you for 
your support.

To the Editor:
John Thompson, toe basketball 

coach at.Georgetown University, was 
recently interviewed by ABC News’ 
David Brinkley. Mr. Thompson was 
asked about the instruction he 
provided to the players following the 
disclosure by Magic Johnson of his 
medical diagnosis. Mr. Thompson 
related tfiat he discusses the various 
options available to those who 
participate in sexual relations. Mr. 
Thompson was pressed about the 
moral implications of the options in 
light of toe fact that he teaches at a 
Roman Catholic university. Mr. 
Thompson would not reply to the 
specifics-of the instructions that he 
teaches nor toe specific morality of 
the teachings.

Magic Johnson is an advocate of 
the amoral proposition called ’safe 
-sex.’ Mr. Thompson did not reject 
this value orientation and this 
Catholic viewer wondered if the 

I instruction of safe sex was one of 
toe options provided by Mr. 
Thompson. If Mr. Thompson 
teaches this belief, does he inform 
the students that safe sex rejects toe 
absolute truths of toe Sixth and 
Ninth Commandments issued by 
,God jto Moses and affirmed* by 
Christ? J^oes Coach Thompson 
instruct the Georgetown students 
that safe sex affirms promiscuity in 
the imtnoral form of adultery, 
fornication and homosexuality? 
Does Mr. Thompson inform the 
students that these sinful behaviors 
are always wrong?

The eternal truths of the 
(Catholic Church must be taught at 
all Catholic institutions of learning! 
Teaching the errors of moral 
thought such as safe sex and 
enlightening the student to the 
infallible truths of toe Church in 
faith and morals must be the focus 
of every teacher. Nothing Mr. 
Thompson said indicates that he 
teaches the Catholic' value system. 
Georgetown University is 
theologically obliged to remove Mr. 
Thompson, a subtle teacher of 
moral error.

Joseph E. Vallely

CALLING AIL CARTOONISTS! 
THE CRUSADER NEEDS YOUR HELP 

IF INTERESTED,
PLEASE CONTACT P.O. BOX 32A

’Gay at the Cross 
Commended

Dear "Gay at the* Cross,"
I wanted to" commend you on 

writing what not only was a well 
written article but also a statement 
that' took guts, courage, and valor; 
three great qualities that few people 
seem to possess at this caihpus. 
You don’t state your name so I 
don’t know if I know yoii but I can 
onty^hope so. 1 hope you are one

of my friends. If the time ever 
comes that a gay and lesbian group 
is founded on campus (NOT!!!) 
then you can count on me for any 
help since I believe in gay rights and 
I loathe hopiophobia. We definitely 
need to talk more about this "taboo" 
issue.

Maria Cristina Jimenez


